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Uses Benartex’s Glorious Hummingbirds collection
by Jackie Robinson

FinisHed size: 53” x 53”

A detailed and elegant pattern, Medallion Star captures
these Glorious Hummingbirds in flight. Comes in two 

different color ways for a unique look. The beautiful pastel
floral border really makes this quit pop. 

The qUILT ShOWn IS A dIgITAL RePReSenTATIOn. ACTUAL FABRIC RePeATS WILL vARy FROM deSIgn ShOWn.



Lattice615-55 BlueA

SAMPLE                       KEY/SKU            QTY CUT3/8 yd
Mini Scroll616-55 BlueB 1/2 yd

Wispy Scroll617-55 BlueD 1/8 yd

WOF/LOF = WIdTh/LengTh OF FABRIC.

(3) 3-3/8” x WOF strips, subcut(34) 3-3/8” squares(5) 3” x WOF strips, subcut(8) 3” x 8” strips(16) 3” x 5-1/2” strips(4) 3” squares
(1) 3” x WOF strip, subcut(4) 3” x 5-1/2” strips

Wispy Scroll617-07 Cream617-12 BlackE 1-1/8 ydS
(2) 10-1/2” x WOF strips, subcut(4) 10-1/2” squares(34) 3-3/8” squares(4) 3” x WOF strips, subcut(4) 3” x 15-1/2”     (4) 3” x 10-1/2” hummingbird613-07 Cream613-12 BlackF 3/8 yd (3) 3” x WOF strips, subcut(12) 3” x 5-1/2” strips(12) 3” squaresAll Over Morning glory   611-07 Cream611-12 Black

G 3/8 yd See Step 22

Lilac Tonal   618-55 BlueC 1/8 yd (1) 3” x WOF strip, subcut(4) 3” x 5-1/2” strips

Morning glory Stripe  610-07 Cream/Blue610-12 Blue/Black
H 1-3/4 ydS (4) 7” x LOF vertical strips, centeringflowers for Borders (1/4” beyond narrow green on both sides)(4) 2-1/2 x LOF” vertical strips, centerBlue Medallion for Binding. Fusible Web 1/2 yd (1) 13” x 40” piece

1. Place a (1) A 3-3/8” square right sides together with a (1) e 3-3/8” square of Background.  draw a diagonal line in the back of esquare. Stitch accurately 1/4" on both sides of the drawn line. Cut along the center drawn line, and gently press toward A fabric. Using(34) A 3-3/8” squares and (34) e 3-3/8” squares, make (68) Triangle squares that measure 3” square from raw edge to raw edge.
2. Sew (4) of the Step 1 Triangle Squares together in the position shown. (Make 4.)

3. Sew (5) of the Step 1 Triangle Squares together in the position shown. Notice it’s in mirror image to the Step 2 units. (Make 4.)

4. Stitch the Step 2 units below to (1) e 10-1/2” square as shown.  Add the Step 3 unitsalong the right edge.  (Make 4.) Press gently. Measure 13” square. Set aside.
5. Stitch a pair of Step 1 Triangle squares, placed as shown. (Make 4.)

6. Stitch another pair of Step 1 Triangle Squares, as shown. (Make 4.)

7. Sew a Step 6 pair above to (1) B 3” x 5-1/2” strip.  Add the Step 5 pair on top. (Make 4.)

8. Placed as shown, attach a Step 1 Triangle Squ are to one endof a B 3” x 5-1/2” strip. (Make 4). Make 4 more in mirror image. B B

B

nOTe: FABRICS A-d ARe The SAMe FOR BOTh qUILTS. FABRICS e-H ARe BLACk OR CReAM qUILT SPeCIFIC. 



9. Sew the Step 8 units to both sides of the Step 7 units.Watch the placement. Press carefully.
10. Add (1) e 3” x 10-1/2” strip to the upper edge of the Step 9 unit. (Make 4.)They now measure 15-1/2” x 10-1/2” from raw edge to raw edge.
11. As in Step 8, sew a Step 1 Triangle Square to one end of (1) B 3” x 8” strip. (Make 4.) Make 4 more in mirror image.
12. Attach the Step 11 units to both sides of Step 10, followed by (1) e 3” x 15-1/2” strip on top. 
(Make 4.) Press carefully.They measure 15-1/2” x 13” from raw edge to raw edge.  Set aside.
13. Positioned exactly as shown with right sides together, diagonally stitch (1) F 3” x 5-1/2” strip to (1)
B 3” x 5-1/2” strip. Watch the angle of the stitching.Trim the excess from the corner and press. (Make 4.)

14. Repeat Step 13 using (1) F 3” x 5-1/2” strip with (1) C 3” x 5-1/2” strip then repeat using d fabric. (Make 4 of each.)

15. Similar to step 13, diagonally stitch (1) F 3”square to the opposite end of the Steps 13 & 14 units.Watch the angle!  
16. Similar to step 13, diagonally stitch (1) B 3”square at the same end of theStep 13 pieces. The angle will be the same as before. Trim and press.  (Make 4.)

17. With the Steps 14 and 16 pieces, stitch 4 stacks of units, as shown, with d fabric at the bottom and B fabric on top.
(Press Gently)

18. Sew the Step 17 units together in the spinning set shown. This is a 15-1/2” square from raw edge to raw edge.

19. Attach a Step 12 unit to each side of the Step 18. 

20. Join the Step 4 and the 2 remaining Step 12 units in arow, with Step 12 in the middle.Watch the positioning.  

(Make 4)

(Make 4)

(Make 4) (Make 4)

(Make 4)
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BENARTEX, LLC • 132 WEST 36TH STREET, 4TH FLOOR • NEW YORK, NY 10018 • T: 212-840-3250 • WWW.BENARTEX.COM

FInIShed qUILT SIze: 53" W x 53"LFINISHINGCut batting and backing 3" larger than top on all sides. Layerbacking, batting and top together and baste or pin. When quiltingis completed, trim excess batting and backing. Bind as usual.* Note: If this Benartex pattern is included in a kit, any questions about the kit should be addressed to the vendor from whom you bought it.

21. Stitch the Step 20 units to the top and bottom of the Step 19 unit. Square should measure 40-1/2”.

22. Fuse the fusible web to the wrong side of G fabric. Carefully cut out (8) or fewer bird and flower shapes.  
23. Fuse the Step 22 birds to the quilt top in the more solid areas. (See diagram above for placement)

24. Attach the borders. Begin and end at the 1/4” seam allowance at each corner, and leave an 8” miter ‘tail’ extending.
25. Place a corner to miter on your ironing board, with the borderthat is lying horizontal extending to the right, and the one that is vertical on top of it and extending up.  Fold the top extending border diagonally under and position so it is exactly on top of theone extending to the right. Once you are satisfied that the miter iscorrect, smash it with the iron.
26. Use a pin or two to hold the mitered corner in place. From the underside, stitch in the pressed crease. Check to see that it’s correctand if it is, trim the excess from the seam to 1/4”. Press these seams open.  Repeat Steps 24-26 for each of the corners to be mitered.
27. Layer your quilt and prepare to quilt your masterpiece. Outline the block parts, plus outline the shapes in the Border and blocks.

*Or you can bind with the Binding Miter Tool. There is a video demo of this terrific tool at www.animasquilts.com


